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Concept
There are two purposes to this forum. First, it is to review the trajectory of May
18 Democratization Movement which has matured over four decades since 1980s
from the perspective of culture and art movements. Second, we wish to talk about
the space of memory for democratization movement from the perspective of all
persons beyond generations and regions by expanding the memories of Gwangju
through the framework called ‘post-memory’. The post-memory politics approach
gives us a clue when the memories of next generation are newly formed, as it
sharply captures and reproduces various ethical questions and moral dilemmas
that are inevitably created in the course of systematizing the truth from the contemporary viewpoint.
We have been expanding the meaning of May 18 Democratization Movement because its causes were structural contradiction in Korean society and domination by
cold-war political frame, and the role of remembering and reproducing the meaning did not stop at settling the history or holding a few individuals responsible
in the strictest sense. The resistance in Gwangju in 1980 became a more vivid
memory as time passed and became a cornerstone of change in the Korean society
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during the transitional period of the 21st century. In many regions, including Hong
Kong, Taiwan, South America and Africa, it has been forming solidarities with global movements that stood against state violence and non-democratic hegemony.
In the areas of movie, culture and art, May 18 Democratization Movement not
only has been telling the stories of what happened on May 18 to those who
did not experience the event directly, but also triggering new aesthetics and
art movement. The problem of post-memory imagination surrounding reproduction is a fight against ignorance and forgetfulness, and furthermore, a
matter of how this problem can be moved from individual and collective levels to act of active and critical memory. For this, the Forum wishes to discuss
about reproduction and memory experiment of May 18 Democratization Movement which have been explored for the last four decades from the perspectives of movie, media, public memory and global democratization movement.
Organized by the Committee of Cine-Gwangju 1980 Film Festival,
Coordinated by Mi Young Park,
Designed by Jinyoung Lee
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Participants and Abstracts

Civil Sphere and Transitions to Peace
: Cultural Trauma and Civil Repair
Alexander, Jeffrey (Yale University)
Jeffrey C. Alexander is the Lillian Chavenson Saden Professor of Sociology at Yale University, founder and co-director of Yale’s Center for Cultural Sociology, and co-editor of the American Journal of

Cultural Sociology. He is a sociological theorist who has pioneered the new field of cultural sociology, creating research programs in social performance, cultural trauma, civil sphere, and iconicity.
Among his recent publications are What Makes a Social Crisis? The Societalization of Social Prob-

lems (2019), The Drama of Social Life (2017), The Dark Side of Modernity (2013), Trauma: A Social
Theory (2012), and The Performance of Politics: Obama’s Victory and the Democratic Struggle for
Power (2010). He is the co-editor, along with Sunwoong Park, Agnes Shuk-mei Ku, and David Palm-
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Face of the Dead, the Survivor, and Gender
Baek, Moonim (Yonsei University)
Professor of Korean literature at Yonsei University. Baek studies mainly about (de)colonization movie, censorship, masculinity, etc. Baek wrote Movies of Lim Wha (2015), Cry of Woman under Moon-

light (2008), etc.; co-authored There is No Such Man (2017), Chosun Movie is Hao (2016), etc.; and
co-translated Camera Politica (1996), Hegemony of Modernity and Visual (2004), etc.

The biggest mark ‘Gwangju’ left onto the contemporary culture of Korea would be
the public sentiment of “indebtedness of those who survived.” Whether it is sense
of guilt or shame, the heaviness we feel from knowing that bloods have been shed
and lives were lost has not lessened a bit even after four decades have passed. The
principal agents in Korean movies who felt such indebtedness and traveled between
past and present have long males all the time. However, imaginative pieces that previctim in different ways did appear.
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sented faces and voices of the dead dealing with the dilemma of the assailant or the

Public Deaths, Private Archives
: Vernacular Photography and
Remembering Violence
Cieplak, Piotr (Filmmaker, Academic, and Writer)
Dr Piotr Cieplak is an award-winning filmmaker, academic and writer. He is a senior lecturer in the
School of Media, Film and Music at the University of Sussex (UK), where he runs the MA programme
in Creative Documentary Practice. His films include: Memory Places (UK, 2009), Memory Cards (UK,
2015) and The Faces We Lost (UK, 2017). He is also the author of Death, Image, Memory: the gen-

ocide in Rwanda and its aftermath in photography and documentary film (2017).

This talk explores the role of private archive, family album, non-professional phootherwise underacknowledged crimes. With specific reference to Rwanda and Argentina, it asks what such images can tell us about the tension between history and
memory – especially when it comes to large-scale, state-sponsored violence.
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The May 18 Democratic Uprising and the
Ethics of Cinematic Memory
Choe, Steve (San Francisco State University)
Steve Choe is Associate Professor of Critical Studies in the School of Cinema at San Francisco State
University. His areas of research and teaching include film and media theory, phenomenology, theories of technology, and critical philosophies of violence. He is the author of Afterlives: Allegories of

Film and Mortality in Early Weimar Germany (2014), Sovereign Violence: Ethics and South Korean
Cinema in the New Millennium (2016), and is a co-editor of Beyond Imperial Aesthetics: Theories of
Art and Politics in East Asia (2019).

This short video discusses the representation of the events of the May 18 Democratization Movement and its aftermath in Korean cinema. Considering some works
that are included in the “Memory of Gwangju” section of the festival, such as Oh!

Dream Land, A Petal, Peppermint Candy and others, it draws out a number of key
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elements from them to show how the continuing relevance of these films may be understood today. They encourage viewers to rethink historical trauma and the ethics
of victims and victimizers, to critically reconsider the relationship between revenge
and justice, and perhaps to learn how to sympathize and forgive those who have
committed acts that have been deemed unforgivable.

Tiananmen and Provincial Office Plaza
Great Root Woods (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

Professor of global cultural contents major and Chinese translation at the graduate school of
Hankuk University of Foreign Studies. Head of Taiwan Research Center at Hankuk University of
Foreign Studies. Representative of Asia Cultural Contents Research Institute. Vice-president of
Korea Cultural Contents Critics’ Association. Head of Editing Committee at Academic Society of
Global Cultural Contents. Director of General Affairs at Korean Cinema Association. He is studying,
lecturing and translating about interaction between popular cultures in East Asia centered around
Chinese movies. Recently, he published: Movies of the World, the World of Movies (co-authorship),

History and Future of Korean Movies (co-authorship), Collected Short Stories of Aboriginal Writers
of Taiwan: Ginger Road’ (translation), etc., and wrote: Concept and Type of Trans-identity: Character,
storytelling and discussion, Shock of Vision: Regarding the origin of modernization of movies from
Shanghai’, Cultural Contents Review: Potential of Contents Activism, etc. He is trying to create a

Caidan Movie Festival, Tsai Ming Liang Special Exhibit, Taiwan Movie Festival, Chinese Artistic Movie
Exhibit, Short & Thick Asia Film Festival, etc. He is also participating in creation of contents, such as
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‘Chinanun Movie’ (podcast), ‘Historical Figures of China’ (NAVER Audio Clip), ‘3-minute China (YTN
Radio), etc.
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In fact, social and economic problems,

first Tiananmen incident in 1976, but he

ruthlessly suppressed the crowd during

the second Tiananmen incident. Later,
the Chinese government announced
that 931 persons (875 civilians and 56

soldiers) were dead and 22,075 per-

sons (about 14,550 civilians and 7,525
soldiers) were injured. However, the

truth about such death and injury has
not been revealed yet. Tiananmen inci-

dent is a tragedy so identical to May 18
Democratization Movement in Gwang-

ju. At least, Koreans were able to make
progresses towards investigating and

revealing the truth, punishing those who

Two Spaces that Remember May 18
: Nokdoo Bookstore and Gwangju Tourist Hotel
Kim, Jung Han (Sogang University)

HK research professor at Sogang University Critical Global Studies Institute. He conducts ‘Witness
Testimony Seminar’ at Modern Political Philosophy Research Society and studies rendezvous of
Korean social movement and modern political philosophy. He wrote Democracy of Public Revolt in

1980, May 18 to You and I (co-authorship), Student Movement in 1980 (co-authorship), etc. His major theses are: ‘Murder of a Family Occurred During May 18 Uprising’, ‘Pending Death After May 18
Massacre: Lives that are yet to die’, ‘Sentiment of Movement Society in the 1980s: Principal agents
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play an important role for a long time in
forming the post-memory in the generations to come. Moreover, the post-memory can become new witnesses. Primo
Levi, a survivor from Auschwitz, was
in pain because he spoke on behalf of
the Muselmann. However, if testimony
is to speak on behalf of someone, as
he said, the post-generations who remember the testimonies related to what
happened on May 18 have potential to
become witnesses as yet another representatives.
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Drive Toward the Affiliative Image
Kim, Soyoung (Korea National University of Arts)

A professor of Cinema Studies at the School of Film, TV & Multimedia, Korea National University
of Arts. She produced three exile-themed films, Heart of Snow: Where sorrow takes us, Sound of

Nomad: Koryo Arirang, and Goodbye My Love NK, North Korea. She wrote Flight and Fantasy, Map of
Collapse, 10 Best Scenes of Korean Movies, Primal Scene of Modern Times, etc.

“Please Remember Us!” The wish of citizens who fought against tyranny.  The promise of memory, the movie’s answer, and the drive towards the image of affiliation. I
intend to pay attention to the appearance of Mr. Kim, the movie, as I focus on the
reproduction of May 18 by Korean movies in the 2000s. ‘Gim Goon’ makes an issue
formation, the mediator is an outsider. In this lecture, I would like to propose theorizing the image of affiliation and the memory of multi-direction, touching upon the
issue of May 18 and the memory of Koryo People (Korean Russians) in Central Asia.
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May 18 and Tragedy/Comedy
: Song of the Dead and Sense of Daily Life
- What is May 18 in Our Memory?
Kim, Ockran (Far East University)

Drama reviewer, Dramaturg and professor of drama and acting at Far East University
Books: Modern Korean Play, Femininity and Masculinity, Korean Female Playwriters, Korean Play

- Voices of Division and Creation, Playwriters of Our Times, Korean Plays and Dramaturgy, Happy
Audience, Unhappy Critic (review), Stage of Baekdo, Writing of Youngdo (review), Red and Black
(review), etc.
Plays of which dramaturg Kim participated: Spring Days, Claws of General Oh, A Day of Mr. Gubo,

the Novelist, Wrestling Season, Creditors, Mr. Banya, Here’s the Soup, A Ballade for Roxane, Great
Play, etc. Kim’s major area of study is analysis of system and ideology about history of modern and
present Korean plays since 1940, and she has been studying the cold-war period Asian discourse
from an expended viewpoint recently.
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May 18 and Cultural/Artistic Imagination
Jung, Keun-Sik (Seoul National University)
Professor Jung graduated from Seoul National University majoring in sociology and got his doctor’s
degree from the same university. As the professor of sociology at Seoul National University, he studies democracy in Korea and social changes in East Asia.
He served as the Director and the Chairman of Board of Trustees of Seoul National University Institute for Peace and Unification Studies. Currently, he is active as the Head of Planning Committee of
Gwangju Metropolitan City’s World Human Rights City Forum and the Head of Special Committee on
Inter-Korean Exchange and Cooperation under Council of Mayors and Provincial Governors.

This lecture deals with the historical foundation of cultural/artistic imagination until
the appearance of a movie that reproduced experience and memory of resistance
after the end of May 18 resistance in 1980. Poems, songs and paintings produced
in the early 1980s all reveal that they were rooted in the experience of May 18 resistance. These three genres were the major genres of reviving the memory of May
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18 until the June Resistance in 1987, and they were all parts of struggle related to
the truth of May 18, including the photo exhibitions took place before the June Resistance. After the June Resistance, they started to adopt a method of reproduction
called movie, after having passed through plays and documentaries.

Madanggŭk and the Kwangju Uprising
Lee, Namhee (University of California, Los Angeles)

Namhee Lee is associate professor of modern Korean history and director of the Center for Korean
Studies at the University of California, Los Angeles. Her publications include The Making of Minjung:

Democracy and the Politics of Representation in South Korea (Cornell University Press, 2007) and
The South Korean Democratization Movement: A Sourcebook (co-edited with Kim Won, Academy
of Korean Studies, 2016). She is currently working on a book about social memory of the 1980s
in the context of the persistence of the cold war in Korea as well as the globalization and neoliberalism.

Madanggŭk, a drama form that synthesized and amalgamated Korean traditional
folk drama with elements of Western drama, emerged in the 1970s as both social
madanggŭk practitioners gave radical and utopian interpretations to the narrative
structure, theatrical tension, and aesthetics of the traditional mask-dance folk drama, seizing upon the transformation of the audience from spectator to participant
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as its core principle. Madanggŭk became another expression of the counterpublic
sphere; madanggŭk was not simply political satire or an experimental form of drama
but also an alternative way of living and working in the dominant capitalist system.
Madanggŭk challenged the capitalist system’s organization of social relations by
challenging the boundaries between labor and leisure, producer and consumer, and
bourgeois and worker.
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Aesthetics of Documentary and Memory
of Gwangju
Nam, Inyoung (Dongseo University)

Inyoung Nam is an Associate Professor of Film Studies at Dongseo University, Korea. She earned
an M.A. at New York University and a Ph.D at Chung-Ang University in Seoul. Since 2004, she has
been teaching Korean film history and documentary film practice at Dongseo University. Presently
she is the director of the Im Kwon Film Archive and Research Center at Dongseo University. She has
co-authored several books on Korean cinema, including Korean Documentary Film Today (2016).

1980s through 2000s to now, by review-

ment at the time of May 18 Uprising

ing the esthetics of documentary movie

in Gwangju presented a potential that

in terms of three periods or keywords.

movies can directly reenact history and

The documentaries produced in the

enlighten communal senses of people.

2010s and thereafter ask how the

This lecture will review the memories

generations that lack the memories of
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The independent documentary move-

of Gwangju and the movie movement

Gwangju will approach the memories of

through esthetics and transition of in-

Gwangju. This has become an opportu-

dependent documentary. The following

nity for the movie esthetics of Korean

three features can be understood as the

independent documentary and Gwangju

three keywords of esthetics of Korean

to open a new horizon together.

independent documentary: first, wit-

ness and testimony; second, esthetics
of identity and experience; and third,
esthetical exploration or helplessness

of memory. This lecture will talk about

how the experiences of generations that

vividly experienced social inequality and
undemocratic state violence were grad-

ually handed down to the generations
of post-identity from the second half of

Nationalism under Colonialism – Search
for Democracy
Sakai, Naoki (Cornell University)

Naoki Sakai is Goldwin Smith Professor of Comparative Literature and Asian Studies at Cornell
University. He has published in the fields of comparative literature, intellectual history, translation
studies, the studies of racism and nationalism, and the histories of textuality. His publications include: Translation and Subjectivity (1997): Voices of the Past (1991): The Stillbirth of the Japanese

as a Language and as an Ethnos (1995): Nationalism of Hikikomori (2017): The End of Pax Americana and Inward-looking Society (forthcoming). He edited a number of volumes including Politics of
Translation, special issue of Translation, co-edited with Sandro Mezzadra (2014): The end of area,
special issue of positions; asia critique (2019). Naoki Sakai served as the founding editor for the
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collective security system of the Unit-
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ty of Chicago as a graduate student. I
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did not know much about the Repub-

alism can be found in Japan after its

lic of Korea or the history of Korean

“independence” from the Allied Occu-

people, but it was a great shock to me

pation in 1952. After its unconditional
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I heard of the Democratization Move-

personally as well as intellectually. In

surrender in the Asia Pacific War, Ja-

the city of Gwangju some citizens or-

pan was occupied by the Allied Powers

ganized a protest movement against

and subjected to the colonial control

the political reality prevailing in the Ko-

by the United States. At the end of the

rean peninsula, and they were forced

Occupation, Japan regained its national

to sacrifice themselves for the ideals

sovereignty and became “independent”
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under the auspices of the United States
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of America. The United States encour-

about

nationalism.

aged Japanese nationalism, but at the

With territorial state sovereignty be-

democracy

and

same time Japanese international and
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domestic politics was strictly controlled
by US policy makers in Washington. The
Japanese nationalism that emerged
during the Occupation and its wake was
like the nationalism of Manchukuo, a
prewar Japanese satellite state that was
supposed to be “independent” but was
colonized at the same time. Therefore,
I called postwar Japan “America’s Manchukuo.” This type of nationalism also
flourished in South Korea and Taiwan
under the political climate of the Cold
War, so in this respect, Japan was no exception. The Gwangju Democratization
Movement forced me to call into question the basic assumption that nationalism is in due course contradictory to
colonial reign; what I witnessed though
was that the people’s democratic movement was oppressed in the name of nanationalists could well be collaborators
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tionalism. Just as in Japan, mainstream
or agents of colonial operatives. Simply
put, until May 18th of 1980, it never occurred to me that, under certain circum-

stances, nationalism and colonialism
can accommodate one another.

